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Abstract: The FIFA Women’s World Cup tournament con-
sists of a group stage andaknockout stage.We identify sev-
eral issues that create competitive imbalance in the group
stage. We use match data from all Women’s World Cup
tournaments from 1991 through 2019 to empirically assess
competitive imbalance across groups in each World Cup.
Using least squares, we determine ratings for all teams.
For each team, we average the ratings of the opponents in
thegroup to calculate groupopponents rating.Wefind that
the range ingroupopponents ratingvaries between2.5 and
4.5 goals indicating substantial competitive imbalance.We
use logistic regression to quantify the impact of imbalance
on the probability of success in the Women’s World Cup.
Specifically, our estimates show that one goal less in
group opponents rating can increase the probability of
reaching thequarterfinal by 33%.Wediscuss several policy
recommendations to reduce competitive imbalance at the
Women’s World Cup.

Keywords: balance; fairness; FIFA Women’s World Cup;
least squares; logistic regression; rating sports teams.

1 Introduction
Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. The
sport’s world governing body Féderation Internationale
de Football Association (FIFA) has more members than
the United Nations (Haan, Koning, and van Witteloostuijn
2007). Since 1991, FIFA organizes the Women’s World Cup
in every four years. The 2015World Cup in Canada reached
764 million viewers worldwide (FIFA 2015b). More than 1
billion viewers watched the 2019 World Cup in France. In
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2019, FIFA estimated the total number of females playing
organized soccer at 13.36 million and the total number of
registered femaleplayersat4millionglobally (FIFA 2019c).
Despite the tremendous popularity of the Women’s World
Cup and continued growth in the total number of female
soccer players, sports analytics papers studying the struc-
ture of the World Cup tend to focus on the Men’s
World Cup (see, e.g., Jones 1990, Rathgeber and Rathge-
ber 2007, Scarf and Yusof 2011, Groll, Schauberger, and
Tutz 2015, Guyon 2015, Stone and Rod 2016, Laliena and
López 2019, Cea et al. 2020, Guyon 2020, Stronka 2020,
Chater et al. 2021, Csató 2022a).1 Given the lack of research
around the Women’s World Cup, we analyze the structure
of the Women’s World Cup in this paper.

The World Cup, the pinnacle of women’s soccer,
consists of a qualification phase and a tournament phase.
In the qualification phase, teams compete within their
continental confederation to earn participation in the tour-
nament phase. There are six continental confederations:
North and Central America (CONCACAF), South America
(CONMEBOL), Europe (UEFA), Africa (CAF), Asia (AFC),
and Oceania (OFC). Prior to each qualification phase, FIFA
determines the number of teams from each confederation
that will advance to the tournament phase.2

The World Cup tournament phase consists of two
stages – a group stage and a knockout stage. In the group
stage, teams are allocated to groups of four teams each. In
each group, the four teams play a round-robin tournament

1 A notable exception is Groll et al. (2019). The authors use a hybrid
machine learning approach to predict winning probabilities for all
teams in the FIFA Women’s World Cup 2019. In contrast, we are
not concerned with prediction. Instead, we retrospectively assess
competitive imbalance in Women’s World Cup tournaments.
2 Occasionally, FIFA has allocated 0.5 slots to two confederations
each. For example, for the 2019 World Cup, CONCACAF received
3.5 slots and CONMEBOL received 2.5 slots. The fourth-placed team
from CONCACAF and the third-placed team from CONMEBOL played
an inter-continental play-off to determine which team advanced to
the tournament. In the history of the Women’s World Cup, inter-
continental play-offs have determined only 5 out of 136 tournament
participations.
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that determines which teams will advance from the group
stage to the single elimination knockout stage. Since this
paper is concerned with the tournament phase, we will
use “World Cup” and “tournament” interchangeably. The
number of teams in the tournament has grown over time:
12 in 1991 and 1995; 16 from 1999 through 2011; 24 in
2015 and 2019. FIFA recently announced that 32 teams will
participate in 2023. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
World Cup bracket in the knockout stage.

1.1 Competitive excitement
It is imperative in sports to produce “competitive
excitement”, because competition is the product of
sports industries and soccer leagues in particular
(Haan, Koning, and van Witteloostuijn 2007). Uncertainty
about a game result creates competitive excitement (Scarf
and Yusof 2011) which in turn attracts customers, i.e.,
fans (Koning 2000). If the teams playing each other are
balanced, meaning the teams are of equal strength,
uncertainty about a game result is greater (Koning 2000).
FIFA is aware of the importance of competitive excitement.
After each World Cup, FIFA publishes a technical report
compiled by FIFA’s Technical Study Group (TSG) to track

progress in balancing team strength across all matches.
The TSG argued in their technical report for the 2011World
Cup that “(t)he general improvement in the game was . . .
reflected in the narrowing of the gap between countries,
as only five of the 32 games ended with a goal difference
of three or more” (FIFA 2011, p.10). The TSG implied that
countries participating in theWorld Cup should be similar
in ability to deliver high-quality play with competitive
matches. A goal difference of 0 goals represents a draw
which could be changed into a win/loss by a single goal
in the last minute; a goal difference of 1 represents a game
which could be tied by a single goal in the last minute; a
goal difference of 2 is still considered close, as one goal
could set up the possibility of a last-minute equalizer. So,
we adopt the TSG’s implied benchmark of goal differences
of two goals or less to indicate competitive matches with
excitement about the outcomeof thematchuntil the end of
thematch.The technical report for the2015WorldCupwent
onestep further stating: “Itwasalsonoticeable that thegap
between teams is nowsmaller than ever before. Although it
is fair to say that some teams are still more advanced than
others, 72% of all matches were decided by a single goal”
(FIFA 2015a, p.58). Yet, games such as Germany – Ivory
Coast (10–0) and Switzerland – Ecuador (10–1) at the 2015
World Cup were sorely lacking in competitive excitement.

Figure 1: Evolution of the Women’s World Cup
bracket in the knockout stage. Each group
consists of four teams. Based on the group
standings, the brackets indicate which teams
advance to the knockout stage as well as the
matchups. For 1991 and 1995, FIFA had three
brackets depending on which two third-placed
finishers advanced from the group stage. The
bracket shown is the bracket that was used both
times. 1A represents the winner of group A. So,
in 1991 the winner of group A (1A) played the
runner-up of group B (2B) in the quarterfinals. The
winner of 1A–2B played the winner of 2A–2C in
the semifinals, etc. From 1991 through 2011, the
knockout stagestartedwitheightquarterfinalists.
In 2015 and 2019, the knockout stage started
with the round of 16. In addition to the winners
and runners-up, the four best teams among the
third-placed finishers in thegroupstageadvanced
to the round of 16. Article 28 in Regulations FIFA
Women’s World Cup Canada 2015 specifies where
the third-placed finishers play in the bracket.
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To achieve sporting fairness and competitive balance
in aWorld Cup tournament, it is imperative that all groups
havesimilar competitive levels (Guyon 2015).3 We illustrate
how FIFA creates groups using the 2015 World Cup as an
example. FIFA created 4 pots of 6 teams (see Table 1a) and
protected most of the strongest teams as well as the host
by assigning them as “seeds” in pot 1. Pots 2, 3, and 4 were
based on continents. FIFA then placed the seeds from pot 1
into groups. Subsequently, for each group, FIFA randomly
drew one team from each of the other pots. FIFA’s creation
of groups is problematic in terms of ensuring competitive
balance. The first problem concerns the allocation of
slots to the different confederations. Quite a few teams
ranked in the top 24 in the world could not participate,
whereas several substantially lower ranked teams could,
such as teams ranked 30 (AFC), 40 (CONCACAF), 31 and
49 (COMMEBOL), and 51 and 64 (CAF). Consequently, the
allocation of confederation slots is not aligned with the
distribution of the best teams in the world.4

The second problem concerns the allocation of seeds:
insteadof randomlyallocatingseeds to thesixgroups,FIFA
intentionally placed seeds into specific groups for ticketing
and promotion reasons.

“For the 2015Women’sWorld Cup, . . . , FIFA almost decided that
France andGermanywouldmeet in quarterfinals, as theyplaced
Germany in Group B and France in Group F, which implied that
if both teamswon their group and advanced to the quarterfinals,
they would play each other – which is exactly what happened.
Thiswas, of course, a terribleway of organizing the tournament,
and proved how difficult it is for FIFA to cope with sporting
fairness” (Guyon 2018, p.315).

The third problem concerns drawing the remaining teams.
FIFA does not impose restrictions on the draw to prevent
creating groups of unequal strength. As Table 1b shows,
Group C ended up with one of the two worst teams from
pot 2 (ranked 51), the worst team from pot 3 (ranked 49),
and the worst team from pot 4 (ranked 18). Conversely,
Group D ended up with the third team from pot 2 (ranked
35), the best team frompot 3 (ranked 10), and the best team
from pot 4 (ranked 5). So, Group D became a very tough
group, whereas Group C became a very weak group.

3 The Women’s World Cup knockout brackets are built with the
assumption of balance. For example, Csató (2021) discusses how the
2015 World Cup satisfies balance. In contrast, Csató (2020a) uses the
example of handball to demonstrate how intentionally imbalanced
groups can increase the quality of all matches without sacrificing
fairness.
4 Stone and Rod (2016) and Csató (2022a) investigate the allocation
of slots to confederations in the Men’s World Cup and advocate for a
more transparent allocation process.

In Section 2, we use match data from the World Cups
to empirically assess competitive balance across groups in
every Women’s World Cup. We use least squares to deter-
mine ratings for all teams (Koning 2017; Winston 2009).
For each team, we average the ratings of the opponents in
thegroup to calculate groupopponents rating.Wefind that
the range ingroupopponents ratingvaries between2.5 and
4.5 goals indicating substantial competitive imbalance. In
Section 3, logistic regression shows that one goal less in
group opponents rating can increase the probability of
reaching thequarterfinalby33%.Lastly,wediscuss several
policy recommendations to reduce competitive imbalance
in Section 4.

1.2 Related research
Related research has focused on building structures for
single elimination tournaments (Horen and Riezman 1985,
Scarf and Yusof 2011) and analyzing seeding systems
in the UEFA Champions League (Corona et al. 2019;
Csató 2020b; Dagaev and Rudyak 2019; Engist, Merkus,
and Schafmeister 2021). For the FIFA Men’s World Cups
between 1982 and 2006, Monks and Husch (2009) study
the impact of seeding, home continent, and hosting on
World Cup success. The authors find that teams benefit
from being seeded and playing in their home continent,
but host teams do not enjoy any advantages beyond the
benefits of seeding and the home continent effect.

Several papers have studied FIFA’s procedure to
allocate teams to groups for the group stage in the Men’s
World Cup. Jones (1990) shows that the draw for the 1990
Men’s World Cup was not mathematically fair. Similarly,
Rathgeber and Rathgeber (2007) explain that in the 2006
Men’s World Cup, Germany was likely to play in a tough
group whereas Italy – another seeded team – was not.
Guyon (2015) identifies three flaws in FIFA’s final draw
procedure used for 32-teamMen’sWorld Cup tournaments.
First, the draw is imbalanced, meaning the resulting
groups are not at the same competitive level. Second,
the draw is unfair, meaning that some teams have a
greater chance of ending up in a tough group. Third, the
draw is unevenly distributed, meaning not all possible
outcomes of the draw are equally likely. Guyon (2015) then
proposes a new draw procedure that addresses all three
flaws. Building on Guyon (2015), Laliena and López (2019)
develop two evenly distributed designs for the draw with
geographical restrictions that produce groups with similar
(orequal) competitive levels. In thesamecontextof32-team
Men’sWorld Cup tournaments, Cea et al. (2020) propose an
alternative draw procedure using an optimization method
to minimize the difference between the maximum and
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Table 1a: Pots for FIFA World Cup 2015.

Pot 1 (Seeds) Pot 2 (CAF, CONCACAF, OFC) Pot 3 (AFC, CONMEBOL) Pot 4 (UEFA)

Canada (8) Cameroon (51) Australia (10) England (7)
Brazil (6) Ivory Coast (64) China PR (14) Netherlands (15)
France (4) Nigeria (35) South Korea (17) Norway (9)
Germany (2) Costa Rica (40) Thailand (30) Spain (16)
Japan (3) Mexico (25) Colombia (31) Sweden (5)
United States (1) New Zealand (19) Ecuador (49) Switzerland (18)

FIFA rankings at the time of the draw (December 6, 2014) in parentheses.

Table 1b: The draw for the FIFA World Cup 2015.

Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E Group F

Canada (8) Germany (2) Japan (3) United States (1) Brazil (6) France (4)
China PR (14) Norway (9) Cameroon (51) Australia (10) South Korea (17) England (7)
Netherlands (15) Thailand (30) Switzerland (18) Sweden (5) Costa Rica (40) Colombia (31)
New Zealand (19) Ivory Coast (64) Ecuador (49) Nigeria (35) Spain (16) Mexico (25)

FIFA rankings at the time of the draw (December 6, 2014) in parentheses.

minimumranking sumsof eachgroup’smembers.Another
source of competitive imbalance is the order in which pots
are emptied during the drawprocedure. For the 2018Men’s
World Cup, Csató (2022b) shows that FIFA’s draw order
distorts the probability of advancing to the knockout stage.

Guyon (2018) studies theUEFAMen’s EuropeanCham-
pionship which has the same 24-team structure as the
FIFA Women’s World Cup tournament in 2015 (Figure 1).
One flaw of this 24-team structure is group advantage,
i.e., from some groups it is easier to advance than from
others. Another flaw is lack of win incentive, i.e., for
some groups it is unclear whether it is better to finish
first or second, or – if the third-placed team moves on
– whether it is better to finish second or third in the group.
Problematically, a lack ofwin incentive can lead to tanking
or collusion (Chater et al. 2021; Guyon 2020; Stronka 2020).
Toovercome theseflaws,Guyon’s (2018) proposed solution
ranks the teams qualified for the knockout stage and seeds
these teams in the draw after the group stage. Building on
Guyon (2018), Csató (2021) analyzes soccer tournaments
with 24 teams. The author concludes that UEFA’s redesign
of the 2020 Men’s European Championship dominates
FIFA’s redesign of the 2019 Women’s World Cup (Figure 1).
Forexample, in the2019bracket, thewinnerandrunner-up
of groups A and E could face each other again in the
semifinals, whereas it is preferable to prevent a repeated
matchup as such before the final.

Guyon (2015, 2018), Laliena and López (2019) and
Cea et al. (2020) all address the draw and propose better
ways to execute the draw; however, these papers do

not empirically assess imbalance at the World Cup. Our
contribution is to use game outcomes at the Women’s
World Cup tournaments to (i) empirically assess imbalance
between groups, (ii) quantify the extent of imbalance, (iii)
quantify the impact of imbalance on the probability of
success in the World Cup, and (iv) quantify the spread in
probabilityof successacross teamsasaresultof imbalance.

2 Assessing imbalance in groups
Prior research has investigated models to predict scores
for domestic soccer matches within a national league.
Maher (1982), for example, used a bivariate Poissonmodel
to predict soccer scores for English leagues. International
soccer – between national teams – is different (McHale
and Davies 2007). Many matches are qualifying matches
for major tournaments, andwithin tournaments top teams
are seeded to avoid playing each other too early in a
tournament. As a result, many international matches
have low competitive balance. Because low competitive
balance leads to negative correlation between the two
teams’ scores, the bivariate Poisson model is not appro-
priate for international soccer (McHale and Davies 2007).
Lasek, Szlávik, and Bhulai (2013) compare the predictive
capabilities of different ranking systems. The authors find
that several ranking systems outperform FIFA’s method
to rank men’s teams. One of the methods with better
predictive performance is the least squares method that
we will use in this paper. Least squares can easily
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accommodate incomplete schedules (i.e., when a team
does not play all other teams) and draws which are
common in soccer. For recent reviews of rating soccer
teams see Koning (2017), Van Eetvelde and Ley (2019) and
Groll, Schauberger, and Van Eetvelde (2020). Other papers
have extended rating methods to reflect teams’ current
strength (Ley, Van deWiele, and Van Eetvelde 2019) and to
find the all-time greatest teams (Baker and McHale 2018).

2.1 Rating teams
To assess whether groups in a World Cup are bal-
anced, we first determine team ratings and subsequently
use the ratings to calculate group strength. We fol-
low the least squares procedure from Winston and
Albright (1997) and Winston (2009) to determine team
ratings also referred to as team qualities (Haan, Koning,
and van Witteloostuijn 2007, Koning 2017). This least
squares procedure has also been used in English soccer
(Clarke and Norman 1995, Koning 2017) and in several
national European soccer leagues to assess competitive
balance (Haan, Koning, and van Witteloostuijn 2007). Let
rit be the rating for team i in World Cup t. The rating
represents the expected scoringmargin against an average
team in World Cup t. If rit > 0, then team i is expected
to beat an average team by rit goals in World Cup t. If
rit < 0, then team i is expected to lose to an average
team by rit goals in World Cup t. A great advantage of
the least squares method is the clear interpretation of the
difference in ratings, which is lacking in other methods
(Groll, Schauberger, and Van Eetvelde 2020).

Weuse theactualmatchresults tocalculate thescoring
margin for eachmatch. By convention, the team listed first
is called the home team, and the team listed second is
called the away team. (Note: this only affects the choice
of kits used by the teams, as each team has a home kit
and an away kit.) For each match, the scoring margin is
the number of goals scored by the home team minus the
number of goals scored by the away team. For example, in
2019 the result for Australia–Italy was 1–2. So, the scoring
margin for this particular match was −1. Formally, let mijt
represent the scoring margin for the match between home
team i and away team j in World Cup t. The number of
teams in World Cup t is Nt. For World Cups 1991 and 1995,
Nt = 12, for 1999 through 2011, Nt = 16, and for 2015 and
2019, Nt = 24. Lastly, let S(t) denote the set of all matches
that were played at World Cup t.

Note that the forecasted margin for a match between
home team i and away team j in World Cup t would be
rit − rjt, and the forecasted error for this match would

be
(
rit − r jt

)
−mijt. For each World Cup t, we solve for

the team ratings by minimizing the sum of squared
errors subject to the average rating being equal to zero
(Winston 2009):

min
∑

(i, j)∈S(t)
((rit − r jt)−mijt)2

s.t. 1Nt

Nt∑

i=1
rit = 0

This rating problem is a quadratic programming
problem. For eachWorld Cup t, we use Excel Solver to solve
this rating problem. Sinceweminimize a convex quadratic
function in the team ratings subject to a linear constraint,
Solver is guaranteed to find the global minimum (Winston
and Albright 1997).

2.2 Group strength
Less variation in the ratings rit means better competitive
balance (Haan, Koning, and van Witteloostuijn 2007). We
use the empirically determined ratings in Section 2.1 to
calculate group strength. Following Winston (2009), for
each group Gt in World Cup t we average the ratings
of the teams: gsGt

= 1
4
∑

i∈Gt

rit. Figure 2 shows the group

strength forall groups ineachWorldCup.Note thatbalance
across all groups in a World Cup means gsGt

= 0 for all
groups. Clearly, Figure 2 shows that groups are not of equal
strength. In fact, for each World Cup, the strongest group
is at least one goal tougher than the weakest group. One
goal makes a big difference in soccer (Winston 2009). In
the 2003 World Cup, the range in group strength is more
than three goals.

2.3 Group opponents rating
We adopt the FIFA 2011 TSG’s implied benchmark of
absolute scoring margins of two goals or less. To assess
whether – on average – teams face opponents in the group
stagewithin the benchmark of absolute scoringmargins of
two goals or less, we calculate group opponents rating for
team i in World Cup t as gopprit = 1

3
∑

j∈Git

r jt, where Git is the

set of three opponents for team i in the group stageofWorld
Cup t. Figure 3 shows the range in group opponents rating
for each World Cup. This range is more than the two-goal
benchmark for each World Cup. In 2003, the range was
more than 4.5 goals. Clearly, the range in quality of teams
has been high for every World Cup – too many teams
participate in the World Cup which cannot compete with
the best teams.
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Figure 2: Group strength. Number of groups
in 1991–1995: 3, 1995–2011: 4, 2015–2019:
6. Group strength represents the average
scoring margin (in goals) when an average
team in the group plays against an average
team in the World Cup.

Figure 3: Range in group opponents rating.

3 Impact of imbalanced groups
Next, we investigate the impact of group opponents rating
on the probability of reaching the quarterfinal. We choose
the quarterfinal for several reasons. First, the quarterfinal
is the first common round in the knockout phase across all
World Cup tournaments from 1991 through 2019 (Figure 1).
Second, if the highest ranked teams win their groups, the
brackets in Figure 1 do not prevent the best eight teams
from advancing to the quarterfinal. However, the brackets
do prevent some of the best four teams to advance to
the semifinals. For example, the bracket in Figure 1 pre-
determined that in 2015, Germany (1B, ranked 2nd at the
timeof thedraw)andFrance (1F, ranked4th)wouldmeet in

the quarterfinals if they eachwon their group – which they
did. Similarly, the bracket pre-determined that in 2019,
the USA (1F, ranked 1st) and host France (1A, ranked 3rd)
would meet in the quarterfinals if they each won their
group – which also materialized. In both examples, if the
best ranked teamswon their groups, then at least one team
ranked in the top four of the world was guaranteed to be
eliminated before the semifinals. Third, for our estimation
method, logistic regression, Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Stur-
divant (2013) recommend at least 10 observed events per
explanatory variable to avoid overfitting. Since we include
four independent variables, we need at least 40 events.We
meet this recommendation with 64 quarterfinalists from
all eight World Cups combined. With only 32 semifinalists
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from all World Cups, analyses for probabilities of reaching
the semifinal would not meet the recommended 40 events
for four explanatory variables.

3.1 Impact of group opponents rating
Our main dependent variable is QFit = 1 if team i reached
the quarterfinal in World Cup t, 0 otherwise. Our main
independent variable is the average strength of the three
opponents in the group of team i in World Cup t: gopprit.
We control for the number of teams, Nt, in World Cup t.
Soccer teams playing at home have an advantage (Clarke
and Norman 1995). At the World Cup, only the hosting
nation plays in their home country. Any home advantage
for the host will be included in the host rating. However,
teams from the same continent as the host (including the
host itself) can also benefit from climatic conditions and
cultural circumstances (Groll, Schauberger, andTutz 2015).
In addition, teams from the same continent and their
fans benefit from shorter travel distances (Monks and
Husch 2009).5 We control for home continent advantage
withHCit = 1 ifWorld Cup twasheld in thehome continent
of team i. Lastly, we control for the rating of team i inWorld
Cup t, rit.

We use logistic regression to assess the impact of
group opponents rating on the probability of reaching the
quarterfinal:

ln Pr(QFit = 1)
1− Pr(QFit = 1) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Nt + 𝛽2HCit + 𝛽3rit

+ 𝛽4gopprit + eit

A negative value for 𝛽1 would indicate that the
probability of reaching the quarterfinal is reduced when
there are more teams participating in the World Cup. A
positive value for 𝛽2 would indicate that teams playing in
their homecontinent enjoyahigherprobability of reaching
the quarterfinal. A positive value for 𝛽3 would indicate that
higher rated teams have a higher probability of reaching
the quarterfinal. A negative value for 𝛽4 would indicate
that playing against tougher opponents in the group stage
reduces the probability of reaching the quarterfinal.

Table 2 shows the logistic regression results when we
add the independent variables sequentially. In Model (1),

5 For theWomen’sWorldCups from1991 to 2019, therewere34seeded
teams of which 31 seeds advanced to the quarterfinal. So, unlike the
Men’s World Cup data used by Monks and Husch (2009), there is not
enough variation in success among the seeded teams in theWomen’s
World Cup to include a dummy variable for seeds.

the estimate for 𝛽1 is negative and statistically significant.
So, the probability of reaching the quarterfinal is reduced
when there aremore teams participating in theWorld Cup.
InModel (2), the estimate for 𝛽2 is positive and statistically
significant supporting the notion that teams playing in
their home continent have a higher probability of reaching
the quarterfinal. InModel (3), the estimate for 𝛽3 is positive
and statistically significant. As expected, better teams
have a higher probability of reaching the quarterfinal. In
Model (4), the estimate for 𝛽4 is negative and statistically
significant. Furthermore, the estimates for 𝛽1, 𝛽2 and 𝛽3 in
Model (4) are consistent with the previous models.

The LR 𝜒
2 tests whether at least one of the estimated

coefficients show a statistically significant difference from
zero. Clearly, for all models, the LR 𝜒

2 rejects the null
hypothesis that all estimated coefficients are zero. The
Pseudo R2 reported is the McFadden Pseudo R2. Higher
values indicate better fit. For datasets with fewer than 200
observations and percent observations of success between
38% and 62%, Hemmert et al. (2018) note that McFadden
Pseudo R2 values between 0.2 and 0.4 suggest good model
fit and values greater than 0.4 suggest excellent model fit.
With 136 observations in Table 2 and 64 quarterfinalists
representing 47% of the observations, we can use these
Pseudo R2 benchmarks. As the Pseudo R2 increases with
every variable added inTable 2, themodelfit improveswith
each additional variable. The PseudoR2 of 0.644 forModel
(4) suggests excellent model fit. So, even when we control
for the number of teams, home continent advantage, and
the quality of the teams, the probability of reaching the
quarterfinal is reduced when teams have to play against
tougher opponents in the group stage. While we expect
𝛽4 to be negative, we can now quantify the impact of the
variation in group opponents rating from Figure 3 on the
probability of reaching the quarterfinal.

Figure 3 showed tremendous range in group oppo-
nents rating. We can use the estimates in Table 2 to
illustrate the impact of group opponents rating on the
probability of reaching the quarterfinal. Let 𝛽s be the
estimate for 𝛽s (s = 0, . . . , 4). We can solve the estimated
logistic regression model for the estimated probability of
reaching the quarterfinal, ̂Pr(QFit = 1):

ln
̂Pr(QFit = 1)

1− ̂Pr(QFit = 1)
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Nt + 𝛽2HCit + 𝛽3rit

+ 𝛽4gopprit

⇔ ̂Pr(QFit = 1) = e𝛽0+𝛽1Nt+𝛽2HCit+𝛽3rit+𝛽4gopprit

1+ e𝛽0+𝛽1Nt+𝛽2HCit+𝛽3rit+𝛽4gopprit
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Table 2: Logistic regression models: 1991–2019.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant, 𝛽0 1.762∗ (0.728) 1.526∗ (0.769) 4.087∗∗ (1.296) 4.904∗∗ (1.605)
Number of teams, 𝛽1 −0.104∗∗ (0.039) −0.112∗∗ (0.042) −0.277∗∗∗ (0.072) −0.325∗∗∗ (0.089)
Home continent, 𝛽2 1.564∗∗∗ (0.456) 2.258∗∗∗ (0.705) 2.347∗∗ (0.783)
Team rating, 𝛽3 1.724∗∗∗ (0.328) 2.015∗∗∗ (0.396)
Group opponents rating, 𝛽4 −1.364∗∗∗ (0.366)
LR χ2 7.34∗∗ 20.61∗∗∗ 101.45∗∗∗ 121.07∗∗∗

Pseudo R2 0.039 0.110 0.539 0.644
Number of observations 136 136 136 136

Standard errors in parentheses. ∗Significant at 0.05, ∗∗at 0.01, and ∗∗∗at 0.001. For World Cups 1991 and 1995, Nt = 12, for 1999 through
2011, Nt = 16, and for 2015 and 2019, Nt = 24. So, we have 2 × 12+ 4 × 16+ 2 × 24 = 136 observations.

We calculate for each World Cup the estimated prob-
ability of reaching the quarterfinal for an average team (i)
facing thehighestobservedgroupopponents ratingand(ii)
facing the lowest observed group opponents rating. Specif-
ically, to calculate ̂Pr(QFit = 1) for each World Cup t, we

substitute the average home continent HCt = 1∕Nt

Nt∑

i=1
HCit

and the average team rating rt = 1∕Nt

Nt∑

i=1
rit which is 0 by

construction, as well as the largest and smallest values
for gopprit observed in World Cup t. Figure 4 shows the
resulting range in ̂Pr(QFit = 1) for each World Cup. The
range in ̂Pr(QFit = 1) is huge. If teams of equal strength
participate in World Cup t, ̂Pr(QFit = 1) should be around
8∕Nt, the number of quarterfinal spots divided by the
number of teams in World Cup t. Clearly, this is not the
case.

In Figure 5, we illustrate the relationship between
group opponents rating and the probability of reaching
the quarterfinal for an average team. Because ̂Pr(QFit = 1)
depends on Nt and HCit, we plot ̂Pr(QFit = 1) for 12, 16,

and 24 teamWorld Cups both for average teams playing in
their home continent as well as away from their home
continent. For example, the range in group opponents
rating in 24 team World Cups, for teams playing in their
home continent (24-HC)was−2.88 to 1.35which translates
to an estimated probability of reaching the quarterfinal
from 0.97 down to 0.08. Going from a group opponents
rating of 0 to a group opponents rating of −1 changes
the estimated probability of reaching the quarterfinal from
0.36 to0.69.Thesevariations ingroupopponents ratingare
typical and the implied changes in probability of reaching
the quarterfinal are huge.

We can also use the example of an average team
playing in their home continent in a 24 team World Cup
with a group opponents rating of 0 to compare the effect of
group opponents rating to the effects of home continent
and number of teams. If an average team in a group
with a group opponents rating of 0 in a 24 team World
Cup were to play in an away continent rather than their
home continent, the estimated probability of reaching the
quarterfinal would drop from 0.36 to 0.05. This effect is

Figure4: Impactof range ingroupopponents
ratingon reaching thequarterfinal.Max (Min)
is the estimated probability of reaching the
quarterfinal for an average team facing the
lowest (highest) observed group opponents
rating in each World Cup. Equal is 8/Nt .
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Figure 5: Impact of group opponents rating
on reaching the quarterfinal. Estimated
probability of reaching the quarterfinal in 12,
16, and 24 team World Cups for an average
team playing in their home continent (HC)
as well as in an away continent (AC). The
observed ranges in group opponents rating
for 12, 16, and 24 team World Cups were
–2.46 to 1.87, –2.27 to 2.29, and –2.88 to
1.35 respectively.

roughly equal to playing in a group with a 1.7 goals higher
group opponents rating. If an average team playing in a
group with a group opponents rating of 0 in their home
continent were to play in a 16 teamWorld Cup rather than
a 24 teamWorld Cup, the estimated probability of reaching
the quarterfinal would increase from 0.36 to 0.89 which is
roughly equal to playing in a group with 1.9 goals lower
group opponents rating.

3.2 Impact of group opponents FIFA points
FIFA started ranking Women’s teams in 2003. Four times
a year, FIFA updates and publishes its Women’s World
Ranking, which is based on a points system, see FIFA
Rankings Procedure (FIFA 2019a). The scaling “is chosen
in suchaway that the verybest in theworld canhave rating
points exceeding 2000, while the absolute beginners score
around 1000 rating points” (FIFA 2019a, p.3). Because the
ranking method is an adjustment to the previous ranking,
the rankings are somewhat sticky.6 Our ratings determined
in Section 2 are based solely on the matches played during
the World Cup tournament. So, it is worthwhile to assess
how sensitive our finding for group opponents rating is
when we use group opponents’ performance in the recent
past rather than group opponents’ performance at the
World Cup. We re-run our analysis using the most recent
FIFA Women’s World Ranking prior to the World Cup
(FIFA 2019b). Because FIFA started the Women’s World
Ranking in 2003, we have to omit the World Cups from

6 Several scholars have criticized the (former) FIFA Men’s World
Ranking (Cea et al. 2020; Lasek, Szlávik, and Bhulai 2013,
Lasek et al. 2016). In contrast, the FIFA Women’s World Ranking
– based on the Elo rating system – is a competitive ranking method
for prediction, just like the least squares method (Lasek, Szlávik, and
Bhulai 2013).

1991, 1995, and 1999 in this analysis. Let FIFA Pointsit be
the points in the FIFA ranking for team i immediately prior
toWorld Cup t (FIFAWomen’s Ranking 2019).We calculate
group opponents FIFA points for team i in World Cup t as
goppFIFAptsit = 1

3
∑

j∈Git

FIFA Points jt, where Git is the set of

three opponents for team i in the group stage of World Cup
t. Next, we estimate:

ln Pr(QFit = 1)
1− Pr(QFit = 1) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Nt + 𝛽2HCit + 𝛽3rit

+ 𝛽4goppFIFAptsit + eit

Table 3 shows the estimation results. For Models
(2)–(4), the LR 𝜒

2 rejects the null hypothesis that all
estimated coefficients are zero. As the Pseudo R2 increases
witheveryvariable added inTable 3, themodelfit improves
with each additional variable. The Pseudo R2 of 0.553 for
Model (4) suggests excellent model fit. Similarly to Table 2,
we find that (i) the probability of reaching the quarterfinal
is reduced when there are more teams participating in the
World Cup, (ii) teams playing in their home continent
enjoy a higher probability of reaching the quarterfinal,
as do higher quality teams, and (iii) the probability of
reaching the quarterfinal is reduced when teams have to
play tougher opponents in the group stage.

3.3 Impact on group winners
One alternative explanation for the huge variation in

̂Pr(QFit = 1) is that each group has the same range in group
opponents rating, i.e., each group has some really good
teams of similar level and some really bad teams of similar
level. While Figure 2 suggests this is not the case, we can
formally address this alternative explanation. The team
which finishes first in the group after round-robin play is
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designated the group winner. In Figures 6 and 7, we plot
gopprit andgoppFIFAptsit for thegroupwinners. Clearly, in
each World Cup, there was tremendous variation in group
opponents rating across the group winners – typically

more than2goals, and in2015more than3.5goals as shown
in Figure 6. The large variation in group opponents rating
across group winners should have been anticipated based
on the group opponents FIFA points shown in Figure 7.

Table 3: Logistic regression models: 2003–2019.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant, 𝛽0 1.386 (1.061) 1.326 (1.145) 2.564 (1.622) 26.754∗∗ (9.567)
Number of teams, 𝛽1 −0.087 (0.053) −0.107 (0.058) −0.205∗ (0.083) −0.338∗∗∗ (0.106)
Home continent, 𝛽2 1.921∗∗∗ (0.556) 1.911∗∗ (0.719) 1.995∗∗ (0.754)
Team rating, 𝛽3 1.746∗∗∗ (0.416) 1.769∗∗∗ (0.438)
Group opponents FIFA points, 𝛽4 −0.012∗∗ (0.004)
LR 𝜒2 2.76 16.60∗∗∗ 63.32∗∗∗ 72.14∗∗∗

Pseudo R2 0.021 0.127 0.486 0.553
Number of observations 96 96 96 96

Standard errors in parentheses. ∗Significant at 0.05, ∗∗at 0.01, and ∗∗∗at 0.001. For World Cups 2003 through 2011, Nt = 16, and for 2015
and 2019, Nt = 24. So, we have 3 × 16+ 2 × 24 = 96 observations.

Figure 6: Group opponents rating for the
group winners. For each group winner, the
bar represents the average rating for the
three opponents faced in the group stage.

Figure 7: Group opponents FIFA points for
the group winners. For each group winner,
the bar represents the average FIFA points
for the three opponents faced in the group
stage.
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4 Concluding remarks

We have empirically assessed the competitive imbalance
across groups in the FIFA Women’s World Cup tourna-
ments. The range in group strength is more than 1 goal
in each World Cup and was as high as 3.5 goals in 2003.
The range in group opponents rating is more than 2 goals
in each World Cup and was as high as 4.5 goals in 2003.
Using logistic regression, we show that 1 goal less in group
opponents rating can increase the probability of reaching
the quarterfinal by 33%. Clearly, there is substantial
competitive imbalance across groups which should be
reduced to increase competitive excitement. Routs such as
USA – Thailand (13–0) in 2019 and Germany – Ivory Coast
(10–0) in 2015are sorely lacking incompetitive excitement.
Several avenues can be pursued to reduce competitive
imbalance.

First, the draw procedure should be changed to
better balance the groups. Recent research has proposed
several ways to improve draw procedures (Cea et al. 2020;
Csató 2022b; Guyon 2015, 2018, Laliena and López 2019).

Second, the number of teams at the World Cup could
be reduced to have a more homogenous, competitive pool
of participating teams. We realize that this avenue is the
opposite of what FIFA intends to do, but it is an obvious
way to reduce competitive imbalance.

Third, the allocation of the number of teams to
confederations should bettermatch the actual distribution
of top teams in the world. For example, in 2019, the teams
ranked 17 and 18 (Denmark and Switzerland) could not
participate in the 24 team World Cup because the number
of European teams had been limited to 9 whereas 12
European teams were ranked in the top 24. Yet, several
less competitive teams such as Thailand (34), South Africa

(49) and Jamaica (53) did participate. We do not know the
method FIFA uses to allocate the number of confederation
slots. Geographic diversity is desirable, but the number of
confederation slots could better reflect the FIFA rankings
prior to eachWorld Cupwhile still having somegeographic
diversity.

These avenues are not mutually exclusive. For
example, FIFA could improve the allocation of confedera-
tionslotsand improve thedrawprocedure tobetterbalance
the groups. We have empirically demonstrated that com-
petitive imbalance across groups in the Women’s World
Cup tournaments is substantial. Moreover, competitive
imbalance significantly affects the probability of success
at theWorld Cup.We hope FIFA pursues avenues to reduce
competitive imbalance to increase the level of fairness and
consequently boost competitive excitement.
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Appendix
Table 4 shows that the pairwise correlations between any
two explanatory variables used in our logistic regression
models are not statistically significant. Consequently,
multicollinearity is not a concern in our estimations.

Table 4: Correlation matrix.

1 2 3 4 5

1 Quarterfinal QFit –
2 Number of teams Nt −0.230∗∗ –
3 Home continent HCit 0.306∗∗∗ −0.030 –
4 Team rating rit 0.626∗∗∗ −0.000 0.139 –
5 Group opponents rating gopprit −0.317∗∗∗ 0.000 −0.018 −0.101 –

Number of observations is 136. ∗Significant at 0.05, ∗∗at 0.01, and ∗∗∗at 0.001.
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